I have been regularly studying Glenn Beck and his "Real News"
presentations, and have been critiquing them and widely posting
my conclusions coupled with his actual video discussions, so that
the evidence is laid out verifiably.
This morning, Glenn Beck briefly interviewed one of his staff
members, Buck Sexton, who has recently been commenting that he
is a former C.I.A. agent. Incidentally, I have always read that you
never leave the C.I.A. -- that is, you never leave and speak the
truth about the C.I.A. If that is true, then Buck Sexton's statements
are both commendable and courageous.
Maybe the video will be published tomorrow -- but he said that
C.I.A. agents are scared; the agents who want to speak out are not
afraid of being shot by "the enemy," rather, they are afraid of being
persecuted, prosecuted, and imprisoned [my characterization] by
their superiors at the highest levels.
So, we are getting a glimpse of the stalinesque fear that is
calculatedly being brought to bear upon agents of conscience, such
as Sybel Edmonds, Colleen Rowley, Thomas Drake, Ray McGovern,
even Nancy Floyd (going back to the 1993 F.B.I. bombing of the
World trade center), and going much farther back to C.I.A. agents
Ralph McGehee, David McMichael, Victor Marchetti, Philip Agee,
Gunther Russbacher, John O'Neill, who was murdered for trying to
prevent the mass incineration of 911 [they threw him into the 911
inferno], and to the great man of conscience, John Stockwell, who
worked at the highest level in "the company" with three-star
generals and Henry Kissinger.
The powers-that-be, the Establishment, the Bush family, these
satanists at the highest echelons of control over the N.S.A., C.I.A.
etc. . . . these top bosses are scared to death that the public might
wake up and prosecute them for their crimes against humanity, just
as Nazis were prosecuted at the Nuremburg War Crimes Tribunals,
following World War II. Their fear compels them to strike fear into
the hearts of honest government agents who dare to speak out.
What shall we, the people, do to support and protect courageous
agents like Edward Snowden, who sacrificed his career and his life's
hopes in order to defend the American people from the iron fist of
tyranny which we all now see crashing down upon us? What shall
we the people do to match their courage and their consciences?
Are we worth them fighting to rescue our children from stalinism,
if we sit back cowardly, apathetically, and silently? No, we would
not be worth their sacrifices.
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Quite awhile ago, I had read that they
beat John Stockwell, and today, we can find only his old speeches,
and thank goodness for that. I also read that they beat and crippled
Lester Coleman, an agent who was revealing the truth about the
bombing of Pan Am Flight 103 over Lockerbie, Scotland.
I'm speaking out on behalf of honest government agents who are
sacrificing so much for us today, at this crucial juncture, at the
dawning of naziistic U.S. Government purges. Allow the true freedom
fighters on the front lines to be mowed down, and we and
our families will be the next victims. If we stand and fight, we can
defeat this small handful of pot-bellied dirty old men of wealth and
power who psychotically want to rule the entire world as Hitlers
victorious. Fight now with "the pen that is mightier than the sword,"
or have our wives and children take bullets in the back of the head.
John DiNardo
P.S. Lieutenant Colonel Anthony Shaffer, a man of conscience, has
also been threatened.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=E7suTyXGybU
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